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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2005035847A2] The invention relates to a circular jersey knitting machine for production of plush fabric consisting of at least one knitting
system with radially movable sinkers (8) fitted with a belly (83) for lapping the ground thread (126) and a nib (84) for lapping a plush thread (127),
while these sinkers (8) are controlled by cams with radially immovable needle cams (91) and/or their parts and radially movable tensioners (92) of
plush loops for tensioning the plush loops by a radial movement towards the centre of the machine and the sinkers' (8) nib (84) while drawing-out the
sinker (8) towards the centre of the machine plugs into previously formed plush loops, whereas the machine further consists of knitting means, which
are arranged in a cylinder and they are controlled by a cylinder cam system with a lifting and drawing-down part of a cam channel. The invention
consists in that the radially immovable needle cam (91) is fitted with a part (913) for drawing-out the sinkers (8) before the tensioner (92) of plush
loops, which is situated in the direction of bed (2, 3) rotation behind the point of sinking the ground thread (126) over the edge of the sinker (8) belly
(83), while this part (913) is followed by a front end (921) of the tensioner (92) of plush loops and the part (913) of the radially immovable needle
cam (91) is less steep than the front end (921) of the tensioner (92) of plush loops and/or the back end (927) of the tensioner (92) of plush loops
slants in the direction of drawing-down the sinkers (8), which exhibits lower steepness than the steepness of the next following part (914) of the
radially immovable needle cam (91) for drawing-down the sinkers (8) behind the tensioner (92) of plush loops.The invention relates also to use
of this principle in cylinder cam system. The invention further relates to a thread guide (11) on the circular jersey knitting machine for plush fabric
production. Further the invention relates to provision of adjustability of proper mutual position of cam channels controlling the movement of the
sinkers (8) and the needles (6).
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